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Abstract: With the expansion of smartphone and financial technologies (FinTech), mobile money
emerged to improve financial inclusion in many developing nations. The majority of the mobile
money schemes used in these nations implement two-factor authentication (2FA) as the only means
of verifying mobile money users. These 2FA schemes are vulnerable to numerous security attacks
because they only use a personal identification number (PIN) and subscriber identity module (SIM).
This study aims to develop a secure and efficient multi-factor authentication algorithm for mobile
money applications. It uses a novel approach combining PIN, a one-time password (OTP), and a
biometric fingerprint to enforce extra security during mobile money authentication. It also uses
a biometric fingerprint and quick response (QR) code to confirm mobile money withdrawal. The
security of the PIN and OTP is enforced by using secure hashing algorithm-256 (SHA-256), a biometric
fingerprint by Fast IDentity Online (FIDO) that uses a standard public key cryptography technique
(RSA), and Fernet encryption to secure a QR code and the records in the databases. The evolutionary
prototyping model was adopted when developing the native mobile money application prototypes
to prove that the algorithm is feasible and provides a higher degree of security. The developed
applications were tested, and a detailed security analysis was conducted. The results show that the
proposed algorithm is secure, efficient, and highly effective against the various threat models. It also
offers secure and efficient authentication and ensures data confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation,
user anonymity, and privacy. The performance analysis indicates that it achieves better overall
performance compared with the existing mobile money systems.

Keywords: mobile money systems; 2FA; multi-factor authentication; PIN; OTP; biometric fingerprint;
Twilio SMS; QR code; SHA-256; FIDO; Fernet encryption; mobile money

1. Introduction

The advent and expansion of FinTech coupled with the availability of affordable high-
speed internet and widespread usage of the latest smartphones have revolutionized the
financial service industry. FinTech is defined as new financial innovation businesses used
to enhance and automate financial services and perform forecast analysis to improve finan-
cial inclusion. FinTech is transforming all aspects of financial services, such as deposits,
loans, money transfers, fundraising, clearing and settlements, leasing, wealth management,
mobile banking, personal finance management, mobile payment, risk and investment man-
agement, virtual currencies, mobile insurance, customized consulting, and intermediate
and direct finance [1–3]. The emergence and popularity of FinTech are mainly due to the
limitations of the traditional banking system; the coming of new technologies (such as
payment gateways, mobile banking, mobile wallets, payment apps, etc.) that offer fast and
cheap financial services; higher demand for financial services; strict banking regulations;
and the comfort of running the business and banking systems [2,4–6]. Sharma [7] reported
that by the end of 2022, mobile service payments might reach up to $3388 Billion.
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Mobile money as a FinTech has been beneficial to subscribers, from a comfortable way
of sending and receiving the money to improving the standard of living of the unbanked
people [8–10]. Today, most mobile money systems authenticate their subscribers using a
PIN and SIM. This 2FA scheme, though promising, is weak, thus increasing the number of
security challenges [8,9,11] due to the short PIN length (4 or 5 digits) used, the same PIN
being used to authenticate all mobile money services, the fact that there is no expiry date
for the PIN, the fact that sharing the PIN among users takes place and the fact that the PIN
is entered when unmasked during verification [12,13].

The rapid adoption of smartphones that comes with in-built biometric fingerprint
sensors can enhance mobile money authentication. This study aims to develop a secure
and efficient multi-factor authentication algorithm for mobile money applications where
subscribers will be authenticated using a PIN, OTP, and biometric fingerprint. It also uses
a fingerprint and QR code to confirm money withdrawal. Since mobile money systems
contain confidential financial information, they must be protected from unauthorized users.
Deploying a highly secure and efficient multi-factor authentication scheme will secure the
mobile money systems’ authentication and sensitive financial records.

There are related studies that focus on multi-factor authentication schemes for mobile
money. For example, Mega [14] presented a framework that uses PIN and iris biometric
to improve the security of mobile money services. Islam et al. [15] proposed a secure
mobile money transfer system that uses PIN and iris biometric for Bangladesh’s small and
medium enterprises (SMEs). Chetalam [16] proposed a multi-factor authentication scheme
for mobile phones that uses device-specific ID, voice biometric, and PIN to secure M-PESA
transactions. However, the existing proposed algorithms, though promising, are vulnerable
to several security attacks. Besides, none of those studies mentioned above implemented
combining PIN, OTP, and biometric fingerprint for mobile money authentication where
SHA-256 is used to secure the PIN and OTP, FIDO to secure biometric fingerprint, and
Fernet encryption to secure a QR code and the records in the databases. This study develops
a secure and efficient multi-factor authentication algorithm for mobile money applications.
Prototypes known as Genuine mobile money (G-MoMo) applications were developed
based on the proposed algorithm to achieve the security principles of confidentiality,
integrity, availability, authentication, privacy, and non-repudiation.

The essential contributions of our proposed algorithm are as follows:

• We propose a secure and efficient multi-factor authentication algorithm for mobile
money applications where PIN, OTP, and biometric fingerprints authenticate users. It
also authorizes mobile money withdrawal by scanning the fingerprints of the mobile
money users and the secure QR code of the mobile money agent that contains the
unique mobile money agent code.

• We present the different ways of securing user authentication credentials such as
PIN and OTP using SHA-256, biometric fingerprint by FIDO services that use the
public-key cryptography technique (RSA), and a QR code and records in the databases
by Fernet encryption.

• We design and implement the proposed secure and efficient multi-factor authentication
algorithm for mobile money applications by developing G-MoMo application proto-
types to prove that the algorithm is feasible and provides a higher degree of security.

• We present a comparative security and performance analysis of our proposed algorithm.

The relevant related work on mobile money authentication schemes, problem state-
ments, and technologies is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 covers the proposed algorithm
and system architecture, while Section 4 presents the system implementation. Security
analysis is discussed in Section 5, performance analysis is discussed in Section 6, compari-
son of the proposed algorithm with other related works takes place in Section 7, and finally,
Section 8 covers the conclusion and recommendation.
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2. Related Work

Authentication is a necessity when users are accessing systems to prove that they are
the correct person trying to gain access, and it also helps to protect users’ confidential infor-
mation. Thus, different authentication methods that use mechanisms such as knowledge
factor, ownership factor, and biometric factor are proposed. However, there are few studies
related to mobile money authentication schemes, among which are the following.

2.1. Studies Related to Mobile Money Systems

Mega [14] presented a framework that uses PIN and iris biometric to improve the
security of mobile money services. The framework has registration and authentication
phases. The mobile money user’s biodata, ID number, PIN, and iris biometric data are
obtained, verified, and saved in the database during the registration phase. The mobile
money user first logs in using their PIN, selects a mobile money service (such as deposit
money or send money), and enters the agent or customer reference number and the amount
during the authentication process. Then, the system requests the mobile money user to
authenticate with iris biometric. If the iris feature matches with the copy stored in the
database, the transaction is allowed; otherwise, it is rejected. The proposed framework
prevents unauthorized access to mobile money systems and ensures convenience. However,
it is susceptible to PIN challenges; the non-match error rate of iris recognition is high due
to the pupil stretching and poor quality of the camera used during registration as well as
iris deformity due to diseases.

Islam et al. [15] proposed a secure mobile money transfer system that uses PIN and
iris biometric for Bangladesh’s SMEs. In the proposed work, the subscriber’s biodata,
national identification number (NIN), phone number, PIN, and iris biometric are captured,
verified, and stored in the database during the registration phase. The subscriber’s PIN and
biometric iris are used for authentication. The proposed scheme is secure, accurate, achieves
better productivity, reliability, and customer satisfaction, and is resistant to impersonation
attacks. However, eyeglasses can reduce the quality of the iris images and the accuracy of
performance of the iris recognition systems.

Chetalam [16] proposed a multi-factor authentication scheme for mobile phones that
uses device-specific ID, voice biometric, and PIN to secure M-Pesa transactions. The user’s
biodata, phone number, specific ID, PIN, and voice biometrics are captured and stored in
the database for authentication in the proposed model. A user logs in using their specific
ID, voice biometric, and PIN during the authentication. The login credentials are verified,
and if they match, the user is authenticated; otherwise, they are rejected. The proposed
model has higher efficiency, convenience, accuracy, authentication level and security, and
it cannot be impersonated. Moreover, users do not have to install additional software to
participate in the mobile money authentication process. However, it is susceptible to replay
attacks and man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks; additionally, the human voice changes
over time, which may cause some errors in voice recognition.

Osman and Nakanishi [17] proposed a mobile money authentication system with high
correctness. The user’s biodata, unique identity number, and iris biometric are captured,
verified, and stored in the database during the registration phase. The mobile money
user logs in during the authentication phase using the unique identity number and iris
biometrics. If the iris biometric matches the copy stored in the database, the mobile money
user can perform a transaction. The scheme also authorizes transactions using the iris
biometric. The proposed system is secure, robust, and reliable. However, the poor quality
of the mobile camera used during iris biometrics registration and sagging of eyelids due to
age results in a high non-match error rate.

Okpara and Bekaroo [18] proposed a novel method of authenticating customers in
an electronic wallet using a camera-captured fingerprint sample (Cam-Wallet). During
the registration phase, the user’s biodata, payment cards in virtual cards, and the visual
template of the fingerprint are scanned and stored for authentication purposes. Then, the
user’s fingerprint is scanned and matched with the template stored in the secure element.
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The uniqueness of the scheme is in the manner the fingerprint is captured for authentication
by using the mobile device’s camera, and the failure rate is minimized during fingerprint
acquisition and authentication. However, the challenge with the scheme is that customer
credentials are stored on the device, which can be a target point for the attackers.

Mtaho [13] discussed the current two-factor authentication that uses PIN and SIM
for the mobile money system. The enrolment phase involves capturing and storing the
subscriber’s biodata, phone number, and PIN in the mobile network operators (MNO)
database. During the verification phase, the user dials an unstructured supplementary
service data (USSD) code, selects the service from the menu, and enters their mobile money
PIN. If the PIN matches the copy stored in the MNO’s database, the service requested
is offered; otherwise, the user is asked to try the PIN up to three times. The model is
user-friendly but susceptible to social engineering attacks, identity theft, shoulder-surfing
attack, brute-force attack, replay attacks, MITM attacks, and PIN challenges.

In 2015, Mtaho [13] suggested a two-factor authentication system for enhancing mobile
money security. The user biodata, PIN, and biometric fingerprint are collected and stored
in the MNO database during the enrolment process. Then, the user is authenticated using
a PIN and biometric fingerprint. The proposed scheme offers security against identity theft
and shoulder-surfing attacks. However, it is susceptible to spoofing attacks, fake digital
biometrics, Trojan horse attacks, matcher override or false matches, replay attacks, and
intrusion attacks.

Coneland and Crespi [19] proposed a wallet-on-wheels using the vehicle’s identity to
secure mobile money. The scheme integrates machine-to-machine (M2M), mobile money,
automotive communications, and advanced security procedures. The user’s biodata and
e-mail address, the international mobile equipment identity (IMEI) of the phone, SIM, and
car serial number are captured and stored in MNO’s system during enrolment. The service
authorization and authentication are done using both car-based and SIM-based methods.
The secret serial numbers (IMEI) and embedded SIM authentication enhance the method
remarkably. The security hashing procedure uses both the car serial number and the
MNO’s international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) number to produce authentication
keys for both wallet-on-wheels and MNO communications. The proposed system provides
improved car-related paid services and a higher security platform against increasing fraud
and identity theft. However, a wallet-on-wheels is restricted to authorized car drivers and
car-enabled applications. The scheme involves different technologies and stakeholders,
thus increasing the complexity of offering a uniform service.

Hassan and Shukur [20] proposed a framework for electronic payment systems that
use secure multi-factor user authentication. The user’s biodata, password, and fingerprint
are captured, verified, and stored in the database during the registration phase. In the
authentication phase, the user must log in with the approved password and biometric
fingerprint. The scanned biometric fingerprint is compared with the one stored in the
database, and if it matches, the user signs in successfully and can go to the transaction
phase. The user enters the amount to be transferred in the transaction phase and then
authenticates by scanning the biometric fingerprint. If the biometric fingerprint matches,
the system generates OTP and sends it to the user’s registered phone number. The user is
requested to enter the correct OTP. If the OTP matches, money is transferred, and the trans-
action is successful. The proposed framework increases the security of user authentication
systems by offering multiple forms of protection to the authentication methods. It provides
protection and trust in the electronic payment system. Besides, the security analysis demon-
strated that the framework combats password-based attacks, dictionary attacks, brute-force
attacks, phishing attacks, password-guessing attacks, shoulder-surfing attacks, and MITM
attacks. However, they are susceptible to SIM-swapping attacks, wireless interception of
SMS OTP messages, and malware attacks.

Vincent et al. [21] presented an improved security scheme for a mobile payment
system using identity-based elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC). The system uses a payment
gateway for registration and maps all input text to elliptic curve points using the American
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standard code for information interchange (ASCII) values. Payment details are stored
on the gateway, encrypted but decrypted only with the merchant’s decryption key. The
evaluation result for the proposed scheme has proven that the system is time-efficient in a
resource-constrained environment. The computational power is efficient for low-resource
mobile devices in battery life and faster encryption and decryption keys. IMEI with ECC
provides integrity, confidentiality, privacy, non-repudiation and is resilient to identity theft.
However, mobile phone data are encrypted on the payment gateway.

2.2. Problem Statement

Many algorithms have been developed to boost mobile money authentication se-
curity. However, to date, there are no strong security controls to suit all mobile money
authentication security challenges. However, the existing proposed algorithms, though
promising, require more work because they are vulnerable to impersonation attacks; USSD
technology vulnerabilities; replay attacks; spoofing attacks; Trojan horse attacks; brute-
force attacks; shoulder-surfing attacks; MITM attacks; insider attacks; identity theft; social
engineering attacks; SIM-swapping attacks; malware attacks; agent-driven fraud; and
privacy attacks [8,9,11,22–26]. Therefore, there is a need to develop a secure and efficient
multi-factor authentication algorithm for mobile money applications where mobile money
subscribers are authenticated using a PIN, OTP, and biometric fingerprints. It also uses a
biometric fingerprint and QR code to confirm mobile money withdrawal. The authentica-
tion identifiers are protected using different mechanisms, such as SHA-256 for PIN and
OTP, FIDO that uses RSA for Biometric fingerprint, and Fernet encryption for a QR code
and the records in the databases.

The proposed algorithm implements FIDO, which uses a public-key cryptography
technique (RSA encryption) to secure biometric fingerprints. There are two main phases in
FIDO, i.e., registration and authentication. A mobile money user is requested to pick an
available FIDO authenticator (e.g., smartphone) that matches the online service acceptance
policy during the registration phase. While during the authentication phase, the user
unlocks the smartphone by scanning the fingerprint using a fingerprint reader of the
smartphone. A new public/private key pair unique to the smartphone, mobile money
service, and user’s account is created. The public key is encrypted and sent to the online
FIDO database, associated with the user’s mobile money account, and saved in a Keystore.
The private key and biometric templates are encrypted and stored in the user’s smartphone
in a cryptographic Keystore. The G-MoMo applications challenge the users to log in
with previously registered smartphones that match the service’s acceptance policy and
unlock the smartphones using biometric fingerprints. The smartphones use the users’
account identifier to select the correct key and sign the service’s challenge. The user’s
smartphone sends the signed challenge to the service, verifying it with the stored public
key, and the user is logged in. In the proposed algorithm, the user’s encrypted biometric
template is not stored in the database but instead in the user’s smartphone. Besides, the
mobile money agent’s serial number is encrypted using Fernet encryption to generate a
mobile money agent code, which is then encoded in a QR code for the user to scan during
money withdrawal. This helps to confirm the authenticity of the mobile money agents.
The proposed algorithm helps to ensure secure and efficient authentication and provides
data confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation, user anonymity, privacy, and improved
performance. It is resistant to shoulder-surfing attacks, social engineering attacks, phishing
attacks, PIN-guessing attacks, and brute-force attacks. Likewise, it prevents replay attacks,
insider attacks, impersonation attacks, identity fraud, and MITM attacks.

2.3. Technologies

The study used the following technologies to provide secure and efficient multi-
factor authentication.
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� Personal Identification Number (PIN)

A PIN in mobile money is a numeric password that can authenticate subscribers in
an electronic transaction. The PINs used in mobile money authentications are often four
or five digits [11]. The PIN value as a means of authentication depends entirely on its
secrecy from the moment the PIN is created until entered into the system. Many systems
and applications adopt the PIN-entry method due to its convenience, efficiency, reliability,
better dependability, and customer satisfaction in mobile transactions [27]. Using PIN
alone for authentication is risky and vulnerable to shoulder-surfing attacks, replay attacks,
PIN leakage, guessing attacks, eavesdropping, phishing attacks, spoofing, MITM attacks,
and malware attacks [9,11,28].

� One-Time Password (OTP)

A One-Time Password is a dynamic password that is effective only for a short period
and valid for only one login session [28,29]. OTP can be time-based, pattern-based, and
random key-based and is delivered via SMS, OTP application, RSA token, and e-mail [28].
The principle of OTP is to share a seed between a generator and a verifier where both can
produce the same password. The generator is responsible for generating an appropriate
OTP from the shared seed. The verifier is responsible for validating the OTP and storing
the last valid OTP received and the current one. SMS-based OTP is most commonly used
in multi-factor authentication for many different applications because it is cheap, fast,
efficient, reliable, and convenient. Using OTP aims to prevent fraudulent attacks such as
phishing attacks, shoulder-surfing attacks, replay attacks, eavesdropping, spoofing attacks,
brute-force attacks, MITM attacks, and identity theft. OTP is also resilient to reverse
engineering [9,11,28,30,31].

� Quick Response (QR) Code

A QR code is a two-dimensional, matrix populated, square-shaped, and machine-
readable optical label used to store information about the item based on their allocation
capacity [32–34]. It is represented by black and white square image blocks called mod-
ules. Each module describes some data, where the black square holds value 1 and the
white square holds 0. Both black and white colors permit encoding and decoding of the
data [35,36]. Each QR codes stores vertical and horizontal strings of text comprised of
standardized encoding modes, i.e., numeric characters, alphanumeric characters, letters,
symbols, Byte characters, and Kanji/Kana [35,37,38]. It can encode 7089 numeric characters,
4296 alphanumeric characters, 2953 bytes [33,35,36]. The encoded information in the QR
code can be decoded using a handheld scanner or a QR code scanner app installed on
a smartphone [33]. QR codes are widely used in security-related operations such as au-
thentication and identification. The QR code is rapidly being adopted in mobile payments
because of its speed in terms of decoding, convenience, ease of use, security and privacy,
cost-effectiveness, traceability, ample data storage, robustness against damages/error cor-
rection capability, flexibility, easy readability, the fact that it is easy to generate and manage,
its user-friendly nature, its versatility, and its accuracy [38–45]. Likewise, they provide
data confidentiality and integrity; ensure non-repudiation; and prevent identity theft,
impersonation attacks, shoulder-surfing attacks, and brute-force attacks [46].

� Biometric Fingerprint

According to Dasgupta et al. [47], fingerprint recognition is a visual type of authen-
tication that identifies individuals using the ridges and valleys found on the surface of
fingers. The skin on the fingertip’s surface consists of raised folds of skin, called ridges, and
valleys separate these ridges. The pattern of ridges and valleys on a fingertip represents a
fingerprint used in biometric recognition. Fingerprint recognition is commonly used for
authentication on computerized systems [23]. Different schemes have used it to verify a
user’s identity, but it is not recommended as a standalone authentication approach. The
biometric fingerprint system involves two distinct phases, i.e., enrollment and verifica-
tion [48]. Three specific processes are performed in the enrollment phase, i.e., fingerprint
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acquisition, fingerprint feature extraction, and template storage in the database. While in
the verification phase, three operations are performed, i.e., fingerprint acquisition, finger-
print feature extraction, matching the extracted fingerprint with the templates previously
created and stored in a database [48]. Depending on whether it matches, the user will be
authenticated or rejected, as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1. The fingerprint enrollment and verification phases [49].

Fingerprint technology is widely used because of its convenience, higher security,
better efficiency, stability, higher system reliability, distinctiveness, greater robustness,
better anti-counterfeiting performance, ease of use, the small size of fingerprint templates,
and its small amount of power consumption [50–52].

� Secure Hashing Algorithm-256 (SHA-256)

SHA-2 is defined as a set of cryptographic hash functions designed by the United
States National Security Agency (NSA) in association with the National Institute of Science
and Technology (NIST), which was first published in 2001 as an enhancement to the
SHA-1 algorithm [53]. Zhang et al. [54] added that SHA-2 is a one-way and collision-
resistant cryptographic hash function used in cryptographic primitives to provide security
to applications and protocols because they have variable digest lengths. SHA-2 follows the
Merkle Darmgård structure model and has six hash functions, such as SHA-224, SHA-256,
SHA-384, SHA-512, SHA-512/224, and SHA-512/256, and the bit size used for encrypting
data differs though. The same algorithm is applied to different word lengths, with distinct
constant parameters and values, and employs different initialization values [53,55–58]. The
output length also differentiates them.

The SHA-256 algorithm has increasingly become a reliable algorithm in SHA-2 when
considering factors such as security, efficiency, and implementation. Therefore, it is
broadly used in information encryption, digital signature, message authentication, and
blockchain [53]. SHA-256 produces a 256-bit hash value from messages of any length up to
264 bits. The message to be hashed is processed in fixed-length 512-bit blocks known as
padded data blocks (PDBs), and the result of the processing of each block is fed as input to
the processing of the next block [59]. The irreversible mathematical properties of hashing
make it a unique mechanism to conceal the information. The hash functions are determinis-
tic, making them vital for authentication since it guarantees that the message will produce
the same hash. With the help of the SHA-256, integrity, confidentiality, authentication, and
security are achieved. It is also one-way and fast; a message of any size can be compressed
to a fixed-length hash; and it is resistant to collisions, brute-force attacks, dictionary attacks,
and MITM attacks [54,55,58,60]. Figure 2 illustrates how messages are hashed using the
SHA-256 algorithm to generate a unique fixed-length hash value.
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Figure 2. Illustrates how the message is hashed using the SHA-256 algorithm.

� Fast IDentity Online (FIDO)

FIDO is a piece of authentication technology that improves original hardware-based
solutions by using the mathematics of public-key cryptography. It supports multi-factor
authentication and public key cryptography, where universal second-factor authentication
(U2F), the universal authentication framework (UAF), and the client-to-authenticator
protocol (CTAP) protocols are developed [61,62].

FIDO has two main phases, i.e., registration and authentication. The user is urged to
pick an available FIDO authenticator (e.g., smartphone) that matches the online service
acceptance policy during the registration phase. The user unlocks the smartphone by scan-
ning the fingerprint using a fingerprint reader of the smartphone. A new public/private
key pair unique for the smartphone, online service, and user’s account is created. The
public key is encrypted and sent to the online service, associated with the user’s account,
and saved in a Keystore. The private key and biometric templates are encrypted and stored
in the user’s smartphone in a cryptographic Keystore. The online service challenges users
to log in with a previously registered smartphone that matches the service’s acceptance
policy during the authentication phase. The user unlocks the smartphone using the biomet-
ric fingerprint. The smartphone uses the user’s account identifier to select the correct key
and sign the service’s challenge. The user’s smartphone sends the signed challenge to the
service, verifying it with the stored public key, and the user is logged in. FIDO architecture
has been widely used in easy payment, money transfer, ATM withdrawal and savings,
single sign-on, healthcare and insurance, enterprise organizations, government, etc.

The FIDO service uses RSA, a standard public-key cryptography technique. Ron
Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman invented RSA encryption in 1977. It is a public-
key cryptosystem widely used to maintain a high level of security [63,64]. Key generation,
encryption, and decryption are the three (3) steps involved in RSA [65]. RSA needs a pair of
public and private keys, where a message is encrypted using the recipient’s public key and
decrypted using the recipient’s private key [65]. Two large secret prime numbers together
with an auxiliary value are used to create a public key. It uses an adjustable encryption
block size and key size [65]. Figure 3 shows message encryption using the public key and
decryption using the private key in RSA.

Figure 3. Illustrates message encryption and decryption in RSA.
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RSA is used as the encryption algorithm because it is trusted as the most robust
asymmetric encryption system that provides a high level of security, preserves data privacy,
non-repudiation, data confidentiality, and data reliability. It also has quick encryption and
authentication processes [63–67].

FIDO authentication helps establish a simple, robust, and secure authentication chan-
nel by creating a public–private cryptographic key pair, allowing a private key unique to
each user to be stored on the smartphone. It offers convenience, scalability, universality,
persistence and uniqueness, and it improves user experience and performance. FIDO
also provides a uniform user login experience; mitigates phishing attacks, sniffing attacks,
replay attacks, and MITM attacks; and creates a secure communication channel between
the application server and the users using public-key cryptography [62,68–71].

• Fernet Encryption

Fernet encryption is a symmetric encryption method that ensures that the encrypted
message cannot be read or updated without the key. Fernet encryption uses 128-bit
advanced encryption standard (AES) symmetric encryption in cipher block chaining (CBC)
mode with public-key cryptography standards 7 (PKCS7) padding and a hash-based
message authentication code (HMAC) using SHA-256 for authentication [72]. It provides a
secure means of generating keys, selects a secure encryption algorithm, randomly allocates
a secure “salt” value to make the encryption safer, timestamps the ciphertext, and signs
the message to detect any attempts to change it. Python was chosen to implement the
Fernet encryption because it supports a cryptography package that helps encrypt and
decrypt data in the database. It provides libraries that facilitate the generation of keys, and
HMAC supports data integrity. The Fernet module of the cryptography package has inbuilt
functions for key generation, encryption, and decryption using the encrypt and decrypt
methods, respectively [72]. The Fernet encryption method has been chosen because of the
multiple security mechanisms provided by its utilization [73]. Fernet offers higher security,
trust, privacy, authenticity, authorization, data confidentiality, and integrity. It ensures non-
repudiation, prevents impersonation attacks, shoulder-surfing attacks, phishing attacks,
identity theft, and brute-force attacks [46,74–83].

3. Proposed Algorithm

This section describes the proposed secure and efficient multi-factor authentication
algorithm for mobile money applications where users are authenticated using a PIN, OTP,
and biometric fingerprint. It also uses a biometric fingerprint and a secure QR code to
confirm money withdrawal. Besides, authentication factors (identifiers) such as PIN and
OTP are protected using SHA-256, biometric fingerprint by FIDO, which uses the public-
key cryptography technique (RSA encryption), and Fernet encryption to secure a QR code
and the records in the databases.

The proposed algorithm for mobile money applications has three main phases, i.e., en-
rolment, authentication, and transaction. The symbols used in the algorithm are summa-
rized in Table 1.

Table 1. The symbols used in the algorithm.

Symbols Meaning

Ui User
FNi User’s first name
LNi User’s last name

SIMsn SIM serial number
SIDi Subscriber ID
PNi User’s phone number
PINi User’s PIN
PINj Re-entered PIN
OTPi User’s OTP
BFi User’s biometric fingerprint
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Table 1. Cont.

Symbols Meaning

Bt Biometric template
Pi User’s public key
Fi User’s private key

SPi User’s smartphone
IDi User’s ID

IDsp Smartphone ID
h(.) One-way hash function—SHA-256

Eu(.)/Du(.) Fernet Encryption/Decryption with key u
E(.)/D(.) Public key Encryption/Decryption—RSA

DBm Main database
DB f d FIDO database
Bali User’s electronic balance
Aa Agent

QRcodea Agent QR code
Amti Amount

1. Enrolment Phase

Before enrolling a mobile money Ui, the Ui’s SIMsn and the SIDi must be generated.
The mobile money Aa then registers the mobile money Ui by following the steps below
Algorithm 1:

• Step 1. The mobile money Aa must capture the Ui’s FNi, LNi, SIMsn, SIDi, PNi,
i.e., ki = (FNi, LNi, SIMsn, SIDi, PNi).

• Step 2. The mobile money Aa then verifies the ki provided by the Ui. If the ki is wrong,
the Ui has three (3) attempts; otherwise, the information is saved in the DBm.

• Step 3. The Ui must complete the registration process by entering a five-digit PINi
and re-enter the five-digit PINj.

• Step 4. If the five-digit PINi entered and the re-entered PINj do not match, the Ui
is required to enter the correct mobile money PIN; otherwise, it is hashed using the
SHA-256, li = h

(
PINi, PINj

)
and saved in the DBm.

• Step 5. The Ui must use the SPi fingerprint sensor to scan their BFi. If the BFi is
successfully captured, the SPi creates a new (Pi, Fi) pair unique to the SPi and Ui’s
account. The Pi is encrypted using RSA, mi = E(Pi), sent to the DB f d and saved in
a Keystore. The Fi and the Bt are encrypted using RSA, ni = E(Fi), oi = E(Bt) and
stored in the SPi under cryptographic Keystore and SPi, respectively.

• Step 6. The SPi stores ni, oi and sends li, mi, IDi, IDsp to the DBm and DB f d.
• Step 7. The DBm checks whether the IDi or IDsp exists. If yes, the Ui is requested to

enter a new PNi and SIMsn for the registration; otherwise, the DBm and DB f d records
are encrypted using the Fernet, i.e., ei = Eu(ki, li, mi, IDi, IDsp), save it in the DBm
and DB f d, and a notification for successful registration is displayed to the Ui.
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Algorithm 1 Enrolment Phase

Input:FNi, LNi, SIMsn, SIDi, PNi, PINj
START

1 ki ← Take input of the {FNi, LNi, SIMsn, SIDi, PNi} .
2 for (int i = 0; i ≤ 3; i ++) {
3 if IsUserDataValid (ki ) then
4 Save ki in the DBm
5 PINk ← Take input of the {PINi , PINj}
6 if (

(
PINi.length == 5) AND (PINj.length == 5 ) AND (PINi == PINj)) then

7 Hash the PINk using SHA-256, li = h(PINk) and save in the DBm.
8 else
9 Enter a valid PINi and PINj
10 end if

11

Retrieve the biometric fingerprint feature, and Pi/Fi pairs are created, i.e., Pi/Fi.
Pi is encrypted using RSA, mi = E(Pi), sent to the DB f d and saved in a Keystore.
The Fi and the Bt are encrypted using RSA, ni = E(Fi), oi = E(Bt) and stored in the SPi under cryptographic Keystore
and SPi.

12 The SPi stores ni, oi and sends li, mi, IDi, IDsp to the DBm and DB f d.

13

The DBm checks whether the IDi and IDsp exists. If yes, the Ui is requested to enter a new PNi and SIMsn for the
registration, else, the DBm and DB f d records are encrypted using the Fernet, i.e., ei = Eu(ki, li, mi, IDi, IDsp); save it
in the DBm and DB f d.
A notification for successful registration is displayed to the Ui.

14 else
15 Invalid user data
16 end if
17 }
18 Return

STOP

2. Authentication Phase

To log in to the system, the mobile money Ui must follow the steps below Algorithm 2:

• Step 1. The mobile money Ui must enter their five-digit PINi during the authentication
phase to SPi. Note that the Ui can only attempt the authentication three (3) times.

• Step 2. The SPi sends wi = IDi, IDsp, PINi, Request to the DBm for validation.
• Step 3. The DBm checks if the IDi, IDsp, and PINi match. If they do not match, the

transaction is terminated; otherwise, OTPi is generated and sent to the mobile money
Ui via SMS, and the copy of the sent OTPi is hashed using the SHA-256, bi = h(OTPi)
and stored in the DBm.

• Step 4. The Ui is requested to enter the received OTPi. Note that the OTPi is valid for
only 60 s.

• Step 5. When the mobile money Ui enters the OTPi and does not match with the copy
stored in the DBm, i.e., bi, the transaction is terminated. Otherwise, the Ui is required
to scan the BFi for recognition using the SPi.

• Step 6. Once the Ui scans the BFi and it matches the Bt, the protected resource informs
the FIDO server component of the server-side application, which sends a challenge to
the Ui’s SPi. The FIDO authenticator (i.e., SPi) locally verifies the Ui’s identity based
on the BFi by generating a (Pi, Fi) key pair and comparing the Pi with the copy stored
under the Keystore in the DB f d. The Fi and Bt are compared with the copy stored in
the Ui’s SPi under the cryptographic Keystore and SPi, respectively.

• Step 7. If the (Pi, Fi) pairs do not match, the authentication will be terminated. Other-
wise, the Ui is authenticated and can now perform transactions.
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Algorithm 2 Authentication Phase

Input:PINi, OTPi, BFi
START

1 PIN ← Take input of the U′i s PINi .
2 for (int i = 0; i ≤ 3; i ++) {
3 if IsPINValid (PIN ) then
4 Request for the generation of OTPi

5
Send OTPi to the U′i s SPi.

Hash the sent OTPi using the SHA-256, yi = h(OTPi) and store yi in the DBm
6 Display the OTPi for the Ui to read.
7 else
8 Invalid PINi and transaction terminated
9 end if
10 OTP ← Take input of the U′i s OTPi .
11 if IsOTPValid (OTP ) then
12 Scan the BFi for recognition using the SPi
13 else
14 Invalid OTPi and transaction terminated
15 end if
16 BF ← Take input of the U′i s BFi using the SPi fingerprint sensor.
12 if IsBFValid (BF ) then

13

Pi/Fi pair are created. The Eu(E(Pi)) is decrypted, dp = Du(D(Pi)), and compared with Pi. The
Eu(E(Fi)) and Eu(E(Bt)) are also decrypted, d f = Du(D(Fi)) and dt = Du(D(Bt)) and compared with Fi and Bt,
respectively.
if((Pi == dp) AND (Fi == d f ) AND (Bt == dt)) then

The Ui is authenticated successfully and can proceed to transaction.
else

Invalid Pi, Fi, and Bt
end if

14 else
15 Invalid BFi and transaction terminated

end if
18 }
19 Return

STOP

Figure 4a,b summarizes the proposed mobile money enrolment and authentica-
tion phase.

3. Transaction Phase

To withdraw money, the mobile money Ui must follow the steps below Algorithm 3:

• Step 1. The mobile money Ui begins the money withdrawal transaction by signing in
to the application by entering their PINi, OTPi, and BFi.

• Step 2. If the PINi, OTPi, and BFi match, the Ui is logged in, and the system displays
the available Bali the mobile money Ui has.

• Step 3. If the Bali is greater than or equals to 5000 and the mobile money Ui wants to
withdraw money, they can enter an Amti less than or equal to the available Bali.

• Step 4. The system then requests the Ui to scan their BFi using the SPi fingerprint sensor.
• Step 5. If the scanned BFi matches, the system requests the Ui to scan the secure

QRcodei of the mobile money Aa using the smart scanner for confirmation purposes.
• Step 6. If the scanned secure QRcodei matches, the system displays a successful

withdrawal message seeking the Ui to collect money from the mobile money Aa.
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Figure 4. (a) The flowchart for the enrolment phase. (b) The flowchart for the authentication phase.
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Algorithm 3 Transaction Phase—Withdraw Money

Input:PINi, OTPi, BFi, Bali, Amti, QRcodea
START

1 identi f ier ← Take input of U ′
i s {PINi, OTPi, BFi}

2 for (int i = 0; i ≤ 3; i ++) {
3 if IsIdentifierValid (identi f ier ) then
4 The user is successfully logged in, and the system checks for the U ′

i s available Bali
5 else
6 Invalid Login Credentials
7 end if
8 }
9 Return
10 if (Bali ≥ 5000) then
11 Enter the Amti to withdraw
12 else
13 Insufficient Bali
14 end if
15 Amt← Take input of the Amti to withdraw
16 if (Amti ≥ 5000) then
17 Scan BFi for authorization
18 BF ← Take input of the U ′

i s BFi using the SPi fingerprint sensor
19 if IsBFValid (BF) then

20
Pi/Fi pair is created. The Eu(E(Pi)) is decrypted, dp = Du(D(Pi)) and compared with Pi. The

Eu(E(Fi)) and Eu(E(Bt)) are also decrypted, d f = Du(D(Fi)) and dt = Du(D(Bt)) and compared with Fi and
Bt, respectively.

21 if ((Pi == dp
)

AND (Fi == d f ) AND (Bt == dt)) then
22 Scan the Aa’s secure QRcodea for confirmation
23 QR← Take input of the Aa

′s QRcodea using the Smart Scanner
24 if IsQRCodeValid (QR) then
25 Withdraw money from Ui’s account
26 Update the remaining Bali
27 Display successful money withdrawn message
28 else
29 Invalid QRcodea
30 end if
31 else
32 Invalid Pi, Fi, and Bt
33 end if
34 else
35 Invalid BFi
36 end if
37 else
38 Insufficient Amti
39 end if

STOP

Figure 5 illustrates how a mobile money user can withdraw money from their account.
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Figure 5. The algorithm for the transaction phase.
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System Architecture

The system architecture describes the interactions between different components of the
proposed system. The main components are the mobile money applications (i.e., G-MoMo
SIM Serial Number Generator Application, G-MoMo IT Support Application, G-MoMo
Agent Application, and G-MoMo Customer Application), mobile money application server,
mobile money databases (i.e., main database and FIDO database), network, mobile money
services, mobile money IT support staff, mobile money agents, mobile money users,
biller systems, payment service provider systems, point-of-sale devices and access devices
(computers, tablets, and smartphones). The information about mobile money IT support
staff, agents, and users is stored in the main database. The generated public keys are stored
in the FIDO database, and private keys and biometric templates are stored in smartphones.
The databases for the mobile money applications run on the mobile money application
server to ensure security since the server checks requests to and from the databases. Mobile
money services are used to transfer information between G-MoMo applications. With
the G-MoMo applications, mobile money IT support staff can log in, register new mobile
money agents, add new smartphones for the subscribers, add other new mobile money IT
support staff, generate statistics showing the total number of registered subscribers, and
log out. Mobile money agents can log in, register new mobile money users (customers),
deposit money into customers’ accounts, confirm money withdrawal through QR code
scan, check balance, account management (change credentials such as PIN and fingerprint),
and log out. Mobile money users can log in, withdraw money, send money, pay bills, check
balance, check mini statements, account management (change credentials such as PIN and
biometric fingerprint), and log out. The authentication security in G-MoMo applications is
enforced on the application layer using a PIN, OTP, and biometric fingerprint. The security
of PIN and OTP is ensured by SHA-256, biometric fingerprint by FIDO, and the QR code
and records in the databases using Fernet encryption. All the components work together to
attain the systems’ goal. Figure 6 shows the system architecture for the proposed scheme.

Figure 6. System architecture for the proposed system.
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4. System Implementation

The requirements for the proposed system are gathered through document reviews [11],
surveys [9], and observation. The collected data were analyzed and used as essential inputs
to define the necessary features of the proposed system.

Evolutionary prototyping was employed to develop the G-MoMo applications. Evolu-
tionary prototyping is a software development method where a prototype is developed
after receiving initial feedback from the customers [84]. Subsequent prototypes are pro-
duced, each with additional functionality until the customer is pleased. The last developed
version can be engineered as the final product to be delivered [84]. It is similar to incre-
mental development and has six steps of the prototyping process, namely, (1) requirements
gathering and analysis, (2) quick design, (3) build a prototype, (4) initial user evaluation,
(5) refine the prototype, and (6) implement the product and maintain [84]. Evolutionary
prototyping allows mobile money IT support staff, agents, and users to involve themselves
throughout the system development period, leading to user requirement satisfaction. It
also allows changes in every phase, thus improving the prototype system; it minimizes
severe and critical defects during the system testing and offers a better approach that saves
time and effort [84].

In this research, the system requirements are grouped into functional and non-
functional requirements, which provide guidelines for implementing the proposed algo-
rithm. The functional requirements include user registration, user authentication, adding
new smartphones for the subscribers, depositing money, withdrawing money, sending
money, confirming money withdrawal through QR code scanning, checking balance, bill
payments, checking the mini statement, statistics of subscribers, account management,
and logout. However, the non-functional requirements are security, privacy, usability,
maintainability, performance, reliability, interoperability, flexibility, robustness, availability,
responsiveness, scalability, and look and feel.

The G-MoMo applications were designed using the unified modeling language (UML).
UML is a modeling language that provides a standard way to visualize system designs
through object-oriented diagramming schemes. The designs give an overview of the
system, support the application’s construction phase, help clarify the requirements to
users, and explain the system to other stakeholders. The UML diagrams, such as use case
diagrams, sequence diagrams, and flowcharts, were designed, and each is designed for
specific modeling purposes.

4.1. Software Development Tools

The software tools used in the development of the prototypes of the G-MoMo applica-
tions include the following:

# Vue JS Framework

The front-end of the native G-MoMo applications were developed using the Vue JS
framework. Vue is a progressive JavaScript framework for building simplistic user-interface
design. It is a model-view-view model (MVVM) patterned framework for building a
lightweight front-end of the applications [85,86]. Vue JS enables the creation of fast and
reliable applications, improves the application’s development efficiency, maintains and
integrates with other libraries and existing projects, and has a well-thought-out architecture
to increase performance and reduce memory consumption [85–88].

# Python

The backend is implemented using Python. Python is an interpreted high-level,
general-purpose, and object-oriented programming language designed to rapidly prototype
complex applications. It has an extensive and comprehensive standard library, platform-
independent, and automatic memory controls [89].

# MySQL
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The backend databases are created using MySQL, an open-source database manage-
ment system used to organize, store, retrieve and manage records. MySQL is chosen
because of its compatibility with different operating systems, scalability, robustness, ac-
cessibility, reliability, backup and recovery utilities, flexibility to implement many features
to improve system performance, encryption and decryption functions to protect sensitive
data. It also handles large databases efficiently and delivers reliable and high-performance
applications [89–91].

# Twilio programmable SMS

Twilio is a cloud communication platform that allows users to send and receive text
messages with the help of its web service API [92]. The G-MoMo applications send mobile
money IT support staff, agents, and the user’s phone number to the Twilio API to send OTP
messages. The OTP sent from Twilio via SMS to IT support staff, agents, and users during
authentication are four (4) digits and is valid for only 60 s. The G-MoMo applications
automatically detect the OTP upon receipt, and the Twilio API also keeps track of the sent
OTP messages.

4.2. Implementation of the G-MoMo Applications Prototypes

The researchers developed prototypes for the four native G-MoMo applications. In this
section, we illustrate the native G-MoMo Customer Application prototype. The developed
prototype for the G-MoMo Customer Application consists of registration, authentication,
transactions, account management, and system logout as the main features. The transac-
tions involve the mobile money customer using the G-MoMo Customer Application to
send money, pay bills, check balance, and check mini statements. It only happens after a
successful registration.

(a) Mobile Money Customer Registration

One of the main tasks of a mobile money agent is to register new mobile money
customers. The mobile money customer registration process begins with the mobile money
customer downloading and installing the G-MoMo SIM Serial Number Generator and
G-MoMo Customer Applications in their smartphones. They then run the G-MoMo SIM
Serial Number Generator Application to generate their SIM Serial Number and Subscriber
ID, which the mobile money agent requires during customer enrolment. The mobile money
agent will follow steps in Figure 7a–c to register mobile money customers by capturing
their first name, last name, SIM serial number, subscriber ID, and phone number.

Figure 7. (a–c) Shows the mobile money customer registration process using the G-MoMo Agent Application.
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After successful registration by the mobile money agent using the G-MoMo Agent
Application, the mobile money customer must complete the registration process by running
the G-MoMo Customer Application in their smartphone, entering their five-digit PIN, and
re-entering the five-digit PIN again. If the five-digit PIN entered is the same as the re-
entered PIN, the customer will be requested to confirm the creation of the new PIN. Once
the mobile money customer approves, the system will ask him to register his biometric
fingerprint by scanning it using the biometric fingerprint sensor of the smartphone. If
the biometric fingerprint is successfully captured, the mobile money customer is enrolled
and can now use the G-MoMo Customer Application. Figure 8a–f shows the process of
completing mobile money customer registration using the G-MoMo Customer Application.

Figure 8. (a–f) Shows the process of completing mobile money customer registration using the G-MoMo Customer Application.

(b) Mobile Money Customer Authentication Process

Following the successful registration, the mobile money customer can log in to the
system by entering their five-digit mobile money PIN. If the PIN matches, four-digit OTP
is generated and sent to the customer via SMS. After receiving the OTP, it is automatically
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detected and compared with the copy stored in the database. If it matches, the mobile
money customer must scan the fingerprint for recognition. If the scanned fingerprint
matches, the customer successfully logs in to the system and is presented with the menu.
Figure 9a–d shows the mobile money customer authentication process.

Figure 9. (a–d) Shows the mobile money customer authentication process using the G-MoMo Customer Application.

(c) Money Withdrawal

To withdraw money using the G-MoMo Customer Application, the mobile money
customer must register and log in to the application. He must check his balance and
ensure that he has an electronic balance that is withdrawable. The system will request
him to enter any amount less than or equal to the available balance. Once he enters the
amount, the system will ask him to scan his fingerprint for authorization. If the scanned
fingerprint matches, the customer is required to scan the secure QR code of the mobile
money agent for confirmation. A successful withdrawal message seeking the customer to
collect money from the mobile money agent is displayed. Figure 10a–f shows the customer
money withdrawal process.

(d) Encrypted Records in the Tables

Figure 11 displays the transaction table, whose records are encrypted using the Fernet
encryption algorithm.
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Figure 10. (a–f) Shows the customer money withdrawal process.

Figure 11. Records in the transaction table are encrypted using the Fernet encryption algorithm.

5. Security Analysis

The developed native G-MoMo applications were tested using a black-box testing
approach. Both functional and non-functional testing was carried out to ensure that the
applications met all functional and quality requirements to minimize the risk associated
with the development process of the applications. After successfully testing the prototypes
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of native G-MoMo applications, the security analysis proves that our proposed algorithm
is safe and secure against well-known security attacks, as discussed below.

	 Provides secure and efficient authentication: The proposed multi-factor authentica-
tion algorithm uses a PIN, OTP, and biometric fingerprint. The security of the PIN
and OTP are ensured by SHA-256 and the biometric fingerprint by FIDO, which
provides secure and robust authentication [14,17,46,62,63,65,68–71]. Besides, using a
mobile money agent’s secure QR code in authorizing money withdrawal guarantees
authenticity [81,83].

	 Provides data confidentiality: The proposed algorithm offers confidentiality by hash-
ing PIN and OTP using SHA-256, securing the biometric fingerprint by FIDO that
uses the RSA encryption algorithm, and Fernet encryption to secure the mobile money
agent code and the records in the databases. At the same time, FIDO helps secure com-
munication channels between the application server and the mobile money IT support
staff, agent, and user using RSA. It helps to secure authentication credentials from be-
ing intercepted by attackers [21,46,63,65,66,93]. Furthermore, using Fernet encryption
to secure QR codes in G-MoMo applications ensures data confidentiality [46,78].

	 Provides data integrity: The G-MoMo applications database records are protected
using Fernet encryption. Likewise, the authentication credentials, such as PIN and
OTP, are secured using SHA-256, and a biometric fingerprint using FIDO, which
makes it difficult for the adversaries to modify or alter and insert new data and read
their content both in storage and in transit, hence maintaining the integrity of the
data [21,46,65]. Moreover, implementing secure QR codes in G-MoMo applications
where the mobile money agent’s serial number is encrypted using Fernet encryption
to generate a mobile money agent code, which is then encoded in a QR code for the
user to scan during money withdrawal, helps protect data integrity [46,78].

	 Ensures non-repudiation: During mobile money registration, the IT support staff,
agents, and users avail their biodata, phone number, SIM serial number, PIN, and bio-
metric fingerprint. The phone numbers uniquely identify the subscriber. When OTP is
sent to the user’s phone number during authentication, he should not deny receiving
the sent OTP because a copy of the sent OTP is saved in the user’s table, linked to the
phone number. Likewise, a phone number ensures that no mobile money user can
deny performing transaction(s) since every transaction is traced [21,65,66,93]. Still,
using a secure QR code to store the mobile money agent code that the mobile money
customer scans during mobile money withdrawal helps to ensure non-repudiation by
the mobile money agent [46].

	 Ensures anonymity: Multi-factor authentication ensures user anonymity by entering
a unique PIN and biometric fingerprints that uniquely identify them. There is no
physical contact between mobile money agents and users and the mobile money
service provider in mobile payments. Therefore, only the mobile money payment
gateway has records that can trace and identify them [46,65,66].

	 Ensures privacy: The biometric fingerprint is protected using FIDO that uses RSA
to protect public/private key pairs and biometric templates. The database records
are also secured with Fernet encryption, thus protecting the credentials and trans-
action privacy and the privacy of the mobile money IT support staff, agents, and
users [21,63,73]. In addition, the use of a secure QR code to store an encrypted mobile
money agent code helps to ensure privacy [74].

	 Prevention of shoulder-surfing attacks: The current 2FA for mobile money uses only
PIN and SIM to authenticate users, which is insufficient to provide strong security.
Therefore, this approach is vulnerable to shoulder-surfing attacks because the PINs
are entered when they are unmasked. However, using multiple identifiers, such as
PIN, OTP, biometric fingerprint, and a secure QR code, in the proposed algorithm
helps to prevent shoulder-surfing attacks [13,20,23,46].

	 Prevention of social engineering attacks: Social engineering is a typical security
challenge in mobile money where attackers persuade mobile money agents and users
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by calling them to reveal their mobile money PINs. This security challenge is solved
in the proposed algorithm by implementing multi-factor authentication where users
have to avail multiple identifiers such as PIN, OTP, and biometric fingerprint to verify
them. Even if the attackers obtain the PIN, it will not be easy to guess the next OTP
since it is generated randomly and only valid for 60 s. It is also challenging to get the
biometric fingerprints because it is secured using FIDO, where public/private key
pairs are generated. The private key and biometric templates are kept in the user’s
smartphone and the public key in the FIDO database.

	 Prevention of phishing attack: A phishing attack is where adversaries disguise them-
selves as the staff of the mobile money service provider by sending messages or voice
calls to mobile money agents and users requesting them to avail their mobile money
PINs. Once they succeed in obtaining the user’s PIN, they can perform fraudulent
transactions. The proposed algorithm solves this problem by implementing multi-
factor authentication using a PIN, OTP, and biometric fingerprint. The OTP is random
and unique and only valid for 60 s. The biometric fingerprint is secured using FIDO
that uses RSA to generate public/private key pairs. The generated public key is
encrypted and sent to the online FIDO database associated with the user’s mobile
money account and saved in a Keystore. The private key and biometric templates
are encrypted and stored in the smartphone’s cryptographic Keystore and smart-
phone [20,62,68–71]. Moreover, integrating a secure QR code in mobile money agent
authorization helps prevent phishing attacks [77].

	 Prevention of PIN-guessing attack: The current 2FA scheme for mobile money uses
four- or five-digit PINs to authenticate users, making it easy for the attacker to guess
because of their simplicity. This attack is mitigated in the proposed algorithm using
additional authentication factors such as OTP and biometric fingerprint. The OTP sent
to users is four digits and is randomly generated, making it difficult for the attacker
to guess the next OTP. Besides, the OTP is hashed using SHA-256 and encrypted
using Fernet before saving it in the database. Furthermore, biometric fingerprints are
secured using FIDO that uses RSA, making it complicated for the adversaries to guess
the public and private keys used. The biometric template is encrypted and stored in
the user’s smartphone [20].

	 Prevention of brute-force attack: Attackers are familiar with PIN-based authentication
systems, and most of the PINs used are easy to crack. Therefore, even if the PIN and
OTP are cracked, it becomes difficult to break the FIDO system because it uses RSA
to encrypt public/private key pairs and biometric templates. The encrypted private
key and biometric template are stored in the user’s smartphone, and the encrypted
public key is stored in the FIDO database. Similarly, the secure QR code to store the
encrypted mobile money agent code that the customer scans to confirm mobile money
withdrawal helps prevent brute-force attacks [20,46].

	 Resistance to replay attacks: In the current 2FA scheme for mobile money, the adver-
saries delay or replay the authentication process several times to allow mobile money
agents and users to enter their mobile money PIN several times until the attacker gets
hold of the PIN. In the proposed algorithm, the researchers implemented a multi-
factor authentication scheme where users must enter multiple identifiers, such as
PIN, OTP, and biometric fingerprint, to verify themselves, which helps prevent replay
attacks. In addition, the PIN and OTP are secured using SHA-256 and biometric
fingerprints by FIDO, where the public/private key pair and biometric templates
are encrypted using RSA, and the mobile money agent code stored in the QR code
is secured by Fernet encryption. Protecting the authentication identifiers makes it
difficult for the adversaries to perform replay attacks [62,66,68–71,93].

	 Resistance to insider attacks: Insider attacks are perpetrated by the employees and
former employees of the mobile money service providers since they have inside
information about the mobile money systems and access to mobile money agents
and users’ PIN and transaction data. They take advantage of being within the orga-
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nization to perform fraudulent transactions at the expense of users. The proposed
algorithm mitigates this attack by using Fernet encryption to secure records in the
database [66,73].

	 Resistance to impersonation attacks: This attack is easy because attackers are familiar
with the current 2FA scheme for mobile money. In the proposed algorithm, imperson-
ation attacks are mitigated by (1) registering and identifying users with their phone
number since no two persons will have the same phone number and (2) implementing
multi-factor authentication involving PIN, OTP, and biometric fingerprints. Addition-
ally, we secure the authentication identifiers, such as PIN and OTP, using SHA-256,
biometric fingerprint by FIDO, a QR code, and records in the database using Fernet
encryption [23,66].

	 Resistance to identity fraud: The current 2FA scheme for mobile money is prone to
identity fraud. However, this threat model is mitigated in the proposed algorithm by
implementing a solid and robust multi-factor authentication scheme using the PIN,
OTP, biometric fingerprint, and secure QR [13,19,21,46]. Moreover, protecting the
authentication identifiers, such as PIN and OTP, using SHA-256, biometric fingerprint
by FIDO, a QR code, and records in the database using Fernet encryption helps to
mitigate identity fraud [23,66].

	 Resistance to man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack: With the current 2FA scheme for
mobile money, attackers can intercept communication between mobile money agents,
users, systems, and banks. Attackers secretly steal the authentication credentials,
such as a PIN or personal transaction information, spy on the user, or interrupt
communications. This attack is prevented in the proposed algorithm by securing the
PIN and OTP using SHA-256, biometric fingerprint by FIDO, QR code, and records
in the database by Fernet encryption [20,62,68–71,93]. Likewise, the authentication
identifiers, such as PIN and OTP, and public keys are hashed and encrypted before
transmitting them online.

6. Performance Analysis

The proposed algorithm contains three main phases, namely, enrolment, authen-
tication, and transaction. These phases are taken into consideration for performance
comparison purposes. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated by analyz-
ing the communication overhead and computational cost with existing related algorithms,
which helps to understand the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.

6.1. Communication Overhead

Communication overhead is associated with estimating the number of bytes in every
communication message exchanged in the enrolment, authentication, and transaction
phases. It is calculated by computing the number of bytes transmitted at the time as the
message exchange process. Each packet size is calculated by summing the size of each
message using the information in Table 2, and the results are shown in Table 3. In addition,
it excludes the size of symmetric and asymmetric encryption.

As shown in Table 3, fifteen (15) messages are exchanged during user enrolment, au-
thentication, and transaction phases in the proposed algorithm. Hence, the communication
overhead is the sum of computing the bytes of these messages. The proposed algorithm
has a high communication overhead, with a total of 744 bytes, as compared to the relevant
related schemes in [15,16,19–21,93]. However, it provides strong security against many
security attacks, as discussed in Section 5.
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Table 2. Description and length in bytes of the different symbols used in the proposed algorithm.

Symbols Meaning Length (Bytes)

Ui User 8
FNi User’s first name 16
LNi User’s last name 16

SIMsn SIM serial number 16
SIDi Subscriber ID 8
PNi User’s phone number 16
PINi User’s PIN 8
PINj Re-entered PIN 8
OTPi User’s OTP 8
BFi User’s biometric fingerprint 16
Bt Biometric template 16
Pi User’s public key 32
Fi User’s private key 32

SPi User’s smartphone 8
IDi User’s ID 8

IDsp Smartphone ID 8

h(.) One-way hash
function—SHA-256 32

Eu(.)/Du(.)
Fernet Encryption/Decryption
with key u 16

E(.)/D(.)
Public key
Encryption/Decryption—RSA 256

DBm Main database 256
DB f d FIDO database 256
Bali User’s electronic balance 16
Aa Agent 8

QRcodea Agent QR code 16
Amti Amount 16

Table 3. Calculation of message sizes for messages exchanged during user enrolment, authentication,
and transaction.

Phase Message Content Message Size (Bytes)

Registration

{FNi , LNi , SIMsn, SIDi , PNi} 16 + 16 + 16 + 8 + 16 = 72 bytes
{PINi , PINj} 8 + 8 = 16 bytes{

h(PINk), Pi , IDi , IDsp
}

40 + 32 + 8 + 8 = 88 bytes{
FNi , LNi , SIMsn, SIDi , PNi , h(PINk), Pi , IDi , IDsp

} 16 + 16 + 16 + 8 + 16 + 40 + 32 + 8
+ 8 = 160 bytes

Authentication

{
IDi , IDsp, PINi

}
8 + 8 + 8 = 24 bytes

{IDi , OTPi} 8 + 8 = 16 bytes{
IDi , IDsp, OTPi

}
8 + 8 + 8 = 24 bytes

{BFi(Fi , Bt) } 16 + 32 + 16 = 64 bytes{
IDi , IDsp, Pi

}
8 + 8 + 32 = 48 bytes

Transaction

{IDi , Bali } 8 + 16 = 24 bytes
{IDi , Amti } 8 + 16 = 24 bytes
{BFi(Fi , Bt)} 16 + 32 + 16 = 64 bytes{

IDi , IDsp, Pi
}

8 + 8 + 32 = 48 bytes
{IDi , QRcodei} 8 + 16 = 24 bytes{

IDi , IDsp, QRcodei
}

8 + 8 + 16 = 48 bytes

6.2. Computational Cost

ElGhanam et al. [94] defined computational cost as “the time taken by the network
entities to execute the different cryptographic techniques” (p. 12). The total computational
cost of each phase in the proposed secure and efficient multi-factor authentication algorithm
is analyzed based on message exchange sequences described in Figure 5 and compared with
the computational cost of the scheme proposed in [93], as shown in Table 4. It is assumed
that the notation Th is the time for one-way hashing operation, TRe and TRde are the time
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durations to encrypt and decrypt messages using RSA, and TFε and TFdε are the time
durations to encrypt and decrypt the message using Fernet. Th and TECC denote the times
for a hash operation and the encryption/decryption operations in ECC-160, respectively,
used in the algorithm proposed in [93]. It should be noted that the schemes [15,16,19,20]
never used any cryptographic techniques to secure the data. In addition, the algorithm
in [93] is mainly selected for comparison with the proposed algorithm because it uses SHA-
1 as a one-way hash function and ECC for encrypting/decrypting the data to achieve data
security. However, the enrolment, authentication, and transaction are different between the
two algorithms, and the matching computational efficiencies are compared accordingly.

Table 4. Computational cost calculation for an authentication phase.

Proposed Algorithm Authentication Phase Transaction Phase (Cash
Withdrawal)

Our Algorithm 3Th+1TFdε+3TRde+1TFε 2TFdε + 1TRde + 1TFdε + 1TFε

[93] 2Th + 1TECC 2Th + 3TECC

It was observed that the proposed algorithm provides better security than the schemes
in [15,16,19–21,93]. The result also shows that the proposed algorithm has a higher computa-
tion cost than the related scheme [93] because of the cryptographic functions (i.e., SHA-256,
RSA, and Fernet encryption/decryption operations). Contrastingly, the algorithm in [93]
only uses SHA-1 and ECC and stores the user’s biometric template in the database, which
takes time to retrieve compared to our proposed algorithm. The encrypted private key and
biometric template are stored in the smartphone. Therefore, the proposed algorithm design
in securing mobile money proves to be a reliable algorithm because of its efficiency.

The proposed algorithm has a high communication overhead and computational
cost compared to the existing schemes but provides strong security against many security
attacks. This is because it uses multiple identifiers, such as PIN, OTP, biometric finger-
print, and a QR code, for user authentication compared to existing schemes that only use
two factors to authenticate mobile money users. Further, the proposed algorithm uses
cryptographic techniques such as SHA-256 to secure PIN and OTP, FIDO, which uses the
public-key cryptography technique (RSA encryption) to secure biometric fingerprint, and
Fernet encryption to secure a QR code and the records in the databases. These cryptographic
techniques take extra time during hashing and encrypting/decrypting data. However,
most of the existing schemes, such as [13–19], did not implement cryptographic techniques.

The user enrolment, authentication, and transaction processes are simple and easy to
use for novice users since the interfaces for the native G-MoMo application prototypes are
simple, much like the existing schemes.

7. Comparison with Other Related Works
7.1. Security Features

The security features of the proposed algorithm are compared with other schemes, as
summarized in Table 5.

7.2. Performance Comparisons

The enrolment and authentication phases of the proposed algorithm are compared
with existing schemes in terms of calculation costs, i.e., the time for one-way hashing oper-
ation (Th), the time durations to encrypt and decrypt messages using RSA (TRe and TRde),
the time durations to encrypt and decrypt the message using Fernet (TFε and TFdε), and the
time durations to encrypt and decrypt messages using ECC (TECC), as shown in Table 6.
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Table 5. Comparison of the security features of the proposed algorithm with other related schemes.

S/No Security Feature [15] [16] [19] [20] [21] [93] Our Algorithm

1 Provides efficient authentication No Yes No No No No Yes

2 Provides data confidentiality No No No No Yes Yes Yes

3 Provides data integrity No No No No Yes No Yes

4 Ensures non-repudiation No No No No Yes Yes Yes

5 Ensures anonymity No No No No No No Yes

6 Ensures privacy No No No No Yes No Yes

7 Prevention of shoulder-surfing attacks No No No Yes No No Yes

8 Prevention of social engineering No No No No No No Yes

9 Prevention of phishing attack No No No Yes No No Yes

10 Prevention of PIN-guessing attack No No No Yes No No Yes

11 Prevention of brute-force attack No No No Yes No No Yes

12 Resistance to replay attacks No No No No No Yes Yes

13 Resistance to insider attacks No No No No No No Yes

14 Resistance to impersonation attacks Yes Yes No No No No Yes

15 Resistance to identity fraud No No Yes No Yes No Yes

16 Resistance to a MITM attack No No No Yes No Yes Yes

Table 6. Computational cost comparison.

Proposed Algorithm Authentication
Phase

Transaction Phase
(Cash Withdrawal) Total

Our Algorithm 3Th + 1TFdε + 3TRde +
1TFε

2TFdε + 1TRde +
1TFdε + 1TFε

3Th + 2TFdε + 4TRde +
2TFε

[93] 2Th + 1TECC 2Th + 3TECC 4Th + 4TECC

8. Conclusions

Advancements in smartphone technology and mobile telecommunication networks
with easy access have increased mobile money services in many developing countries. Such
advancements have also introduced the financial sector to a new form of banking using
technology, thus promoting and widening mobile money service coverage. However, there
are many security challenges related to mobile money authentication schemes because the
current systems use only PIN and SIM to authenticate mobile money users. The researchers
proposed a secure and efficient multi-factor authentication algorithm for mobile money
applications to address these issues. It uses PIN, OTP, and biometric fingerprints as authen-
tication identifiers. It also involves mobile money users scanning the biometric fingerprint
and secure QR code of the mobile money agents to confirm mobile money withdrawal.
The security of the PIN and OTP is ensured by SHA-256, a biometric fingerprint by FIDO
that uses RSA and Fernet encryption to secure QR codes and the records in the databases.

Four prototypes of native G-MoMo applications were developed, i.e., G-MoMo SIM
Serial Number Generator Application, G-MoMo IT Support Application, G-MoMo Agent
Application, and G-MoMo Customer Application. The G-MoMo applications were de-
veloped for mobile money IT support staff, agents, and users to prove the feasibility of
the proposed algorithm and provide a higher degree of security. The security analysis
confirmed that the proposed algorithm offers secure and efficient authentication; ensures
data confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation, user anonymity, and privacy; and im-
proves performance. It provides prevention to shoulder-surfing attacks, social engineering
attacks, phishing attacks, PIN-guessing attacks, and brute-force attacks. Likewise, it is
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resistant to replay attacks, insider attacks, impersonation attacks, identity fraud, and MITM
attacks. This study, therefore, recommends heuristic evaluation and usability testing of G-
MoMo applications to identify any usability problems that arise so that recommendations
for improvements can be made to achieve effectiveness, efficiency, and user satisfaction.
The proposed algorithm will benefit mobile money IT support staff, agents, users, mo-
bile money service providers, government, researchers, mobile application developers,
decision-makers, and policymakers who wish to see a secure mobile money transaction.
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